
Health & Fitness Advisory Committee
APPROVED Meeting Minutes

September 12, 2022

The meeting of the Health and Fitness Advisory Committee was in person and came to order at
7:05 p.m.

Present were Tavia Patusky, Kevin Shaffer, Vicki Burns, Chris Lucas,  Michele Jacobs, Jack
Sacchetti,  Jessica Rennenkampf,  Mushfiqur (M) Rahman, Dana Haynes-Powell, Lisa Goldblatt
and Dick Boulton.

Agenda: The agenda was approved

Minutes: The minutes were approved as presented with agreement to spell out
abbreviations for Group Fitness (GF) and DEI (Diversity Equity and Inclusion) so that all readers
can understand.

Chair Update and Group Discussion

Dana Haynes-Powell provided feedback she gathered since many users indicated to her they did
not get the survey.  The feedback is broken down as follows to related individual staff:

Vicki:

● SNG spin bike counts reflect actual if bikes out of service may need to update SNG
● Teachers to explain changes when new weights added or formats change
● Teachers always need to intro themselves especially when subbing
● make sure instructors either replace or tell staff when wipe dispenser is out, jammed or broken
● tell instructors about fan control in closet studio 1
● teachers need to know how to control speed and on/off of all studio fans
● 615 yoga to 645 at supreme Wednesdays
● add evening yoga at one club on Thursdays
● multicultural dance class on schedule-gigi belly dance
● no admonishing form in front of classes
● vary music styles or ask what formats class likes

Chris:

● AC trash cans and towel bins look the same, might be losing towels
● studio floors
● fan studio 1

Tavia

● little carts with bottles and towels in or near studios
● cycle studio fan issue
● studio floors



● Nate at Supreme is great!

Kevin

● CG needs more GF Fitness bands which the group was told were ordered.
● Jack suggested that changes to schedules and reasoning be communicated by teachers in class so

that all members who participate know as opposed to just posting signs.
● The teaching staff needs to know that they should fill wipe containers when empty and be shown

if they don't know how.

Staff indicated to the group that feedback does not need to wait until the survey or this meeting
and that participants are welcome to email the individual GMs as needed to get quicker
satisfaction with their concerns.  Tavia also asked that when giving feedback about the Supreme
going way of CG in the perception that we treat black members differently that we get specifics
so we can address and correct real time and with pertinent parties.  Jack made a comment that the
perception could be that the staff is more friendly with some members and that they see more so
the perception could contibuiting if the greeting isn't the same for all.

Staff reminded the group that Budget sessions looking for feedback will be coming up and their
participation representing the Fitness users is crucial.  Staff will send updates to the group or the
info can be found on the CA website.

S&F Updates

Tavia updated the group on the CA moves program, the CA POints Program and the HCC
Challenge.  Tavia also indicated the Howard County Health Department got grants to help with
the community making healthy lifestyle choices and that there will be 2 sites within Columbia.

Alos, a reminder was given on the Walktober events using the CA pathways and the Walk with a
Doc program.   The costume craw and trunk or treat was promoted to the group and the group
was encouraged to help us get the word out about this fun free event at the Sports Park.

Club Updates

Jerssica asked the group if there were any questions on the Club Reports.

Next meeting date was established to be November 12 and it will be virtual at 7pm.  Reach
out to Kevin if they know of any members who would like a link to view the meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 8:07pm.


